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A crucial step in the 
production process
A crucial step in the production process within a feed mill is the mixing of raw materials. 

Anderson Feed Technology produces every available type of machine for the mixing process, from vertical mixers 

& continuous mixers to ribbon mixers & paddle mixers. Anderson Feed Technology also possesses the expertise to 

optimize machines and processes for any specific application.

Fluidized zone
The single and double shaft paddle mixers create a 

central zone above the paddles where the mass of 

particles act like a liquid, resulting in fast and intensive 

mixing. Additives can be dosed into this so called 

fluidized zone as an extremely fine mist through the 

use of spray heads in the top of the mixing chamber. 

This way it’s possible to achieve a homogeneous 

mixing of oil or viscous fluids with powders.

Efficiency
The vacuum coater makes use of a vacuum to inject 

pellets and extrudates with oils and fats. The liquids 

are distributed evenly and efficiently among the 

pellets and, by creating a vacuum, the liquids are 

absorbed and sealed deep into the pellets. 

The vacuum coater allows pellets to absorb a higher 

percentage of liquids, creating an economic and 

efficient use of expensive additions. By coating the 

pellet from the inside out, there is less grease on the 

pellet itself. Resulting in a cleaner product and thus 

less cleaning of the transport systems following 

the coater. An added bonus of the vacuum coated 

pellets is the increased pellet structure causing less 

breakage and crumbling.



Bombdoor
Paddle mixers and vacuum coaters from Anderson Feed Technology have dust- and waterproof bomb doors. 

Specially designed seals ensure that raw materials and ingredients do not escape from the mixer/coater. 

Thanks to a special lever system, the bomb doors remain perfectly sealed even if the compressed air pressure is 

lost. Sensors also monitor whether the bomb doors are fully closed.

Discharge
Depending on the mixer, a gradual or all at once discharge can be achieved. Using an all at once discharge with 

bomb doors, the cycle times will be significantly shortened. The bomb doors from Anderson Feed Technology

mixers are wider than the housing, leaving very little to no residue during a batch discharge. Large hatches allow 

for quick and thorough cleaning of the mixer. This is particularly important to prevent contamination when the 

recipe is changed frequently.

Large capacities
Over the years the average production capacities of feed mills have increased, resulting in a growing demand for 

main mixers with a larger net volume. Next to the existing models with a net capacity of 10.000 and 12.000 litres, 

Anderson Feed Technology can also supply systems with batch capacities of 15.000 and if necessary even 

20.000 litres.

Fast Paddle Mixers
The fastest mixing machines are paddle mixers. Field trials have shown that a reasonably homogeneous mixture 

can be obtained with mixing times in just 30 seconds. Good mixing results are achieved from 45 seconds, even 

with fragile products or components with highly varying densities and particle sizes. 

The same trials also indicated that higher speeds do not improve the mixing quality. The double shaft paddle 

mixer from Anderson Feed Technology can achieve a minimum mixing accuracy of 1:100,000 with a CV of <2.5%. 

Double Shaft Paddle Mixer 
1:100,000 with a CV of <2.5%. 


